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Excellent from start to finish
Good job, Judy and committee
Absolutely loved the leadership courses supported by University of Utah
It had a fantastic set up! Well run with a nice arrangement of different breakout sessions.
Thank you for an outstanding event! I'm very glad I came.
Unfortunately, I was only able to attend Saturday, but I enjoyed the speakers, the break
out sessions and the service project immensely. Thank you!
Great to meet people from around the state
Excellent breakout sessions!
Excellent and very well organized! Judy’s had a creative vision for the conference.
Educational and covered a lot of information
Great job by all
I was happy to see that it had more than just Rotary information. I really enjoyed the
professional education and seeing so many young people there. I was also very happy
about not having prayers. That is simply not professional. Great job on the conference!
Best District Conference ever for me! Great job, great speakers and great breakout
sessions.
Really appreciated the focus on diversity. Speakers were not as inspirational as I have
heard in the past. However, I enjoyed the conference overall.
Loved the combination of U Of U and Rotary speakers. Much more to interest at breakout
sessions.
Enjoyed the conference but it was difficult to hear
Really well done! Lots of options for the breakout sessions. I really enjoyed all the
speakers, and the variety of their messages. I liked how so many different people were
involved in the presentations before each meal. Ranks with the best Rotary conferences I
have attended.
This year DC needs to be studied and things that made its so successful must be
identified and duplicated in next coming DCs.
Looking forward to the next one and I loved speaking with some of the other attendees
and learning about Rotary and the things Rotary is doing as well as what some of the
clubs/districts are doing. Also, the U of U business classes and other informative
sessions were fantastic and I took a great many notes and look forward to applying the
knowledge I gained. Thank you.
Time we'll spent
Very informative and educational.
The speakers were awesome and relevant to Rotarians of all ages
The table marking was a little disappointing, that some clubs had 2 table marked and
others had none at all. Made some clubs uncomfortable.
editorial comment: If there were 8 members registered from a club, the club got a table, 16
members registered, two tables, etc.
Great conference-speakers and topics were right on point for ROTARY needs.
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An excellent conference. Guest speakers and workshop speakers were amazing! Kudos
to Judy Zone and the conference committee for all their hard work.
Three days was too long, and there was not a lot of attendance at the dinner on Friday
due to it being such a long day. i wonder if you could make lunches longer and skip the
Thursday dinner. Same with Saturday, skip breakfast or lunch, make the one session a
little longer and get people home earlier.
it was my first time and really enjoyed the sessions and meeting other Rotarians
Some of the younger participants at our tables were turned off by the lengthy awards
portions. Perhaps a quick everyone stand up and be recognized or on the printed
programs at the same time and individual award pictures and gifting/awarding of pins
etc. after or before group sessions. They did like some of the training sessions and being
able to rub shoulders with other different aged but similar service minded people.
First district conference attended. Was pleasantly surprised. Quality venue with quality
presentations (for the most part). Not too impressed with the building communities
presentation. Presenter seemed very unqualified to speak on the topic.
The professional development component was soooo much better. I had two employees
there who gained insights and education. Well worth it. I reflect back to other
conferences that were kind of silly and self-serving promotional speeches for their
products.
It was my first conference and I am glad I went
i was worth attending and I was disappointed that more of my fellow Rotarians were not
there
Loved the both speakers and the break-out sessions
Overall a great conference, worthwhile and enjoyable.
Loved the breakout sessions and variety of topics.
Excellent breakout sessions!!!!!!!
The partnership with the U of U was a terrific idea and well executed!
It was very inspiring and it was great to meet with other Rotarians.
The schedule was great and the discipline of it all was awesome.. and run like a tight
ship... all good
I thought the speaker on climate change was a downer. Very offensive and political in an
environment where politics are supposed to be left behind...Rotary. We can focus on the
environment without being so one sided. Positive approached change is good-fear driven
change is not.
Good job Judy! Thanks for your year, it was/is GREAT!
I always enjoy District Conference and find the most value in associating with other
Rotarians from around the state.

